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Read Me A Song,
Write Me The Lyrics
ARTICLE BY SHEILA

FITZGERALD

The place of music in beginning
reading instruction has been supported
but also refuted for many years. This
article describes an on-going project
that advocates song in literacy instruction and adds new evidence that it
helps.

developing, ".J')iscovery: Beginning
Reading By Singing." Later, I will explain
how Billy's writing of song lyrics from
memory pushed the project in exciting
new directions, but first let me tell you
about the origins of .J')iscovery as a reading instructional method designed to
supplement the common methodologies
in the early 1980s: basal readers and
workbooks and "library" reading. At this
early stage, the central hypothesis of the
project was:
Children will learn, unself-consciously, many important aspects
of reading when they are given frequent exposure to the printed
lyrics of songs they know and
enjoy.
To achieve these results, teachers in
the project, and those who use it to this
day, are encouraged to teach their classes a song by rote, and to extend the
enjoyment and comprehension of the
lyrics through discussion and rhythmic
and dramatic activities. After a number
of days, when the children are very
familiar with the song, the teacher displays a chart of the lyrics and underscores each line as the children read and
sing along, making the association
between the words they are forming in
their mouths and the written transcription of them on the chart. On other days
- and in small doses - rhyming words,
similar or contrasting words or sounds,
the spelling of certain words, etc., are
considered. Soon children in the class
are volunteering to guide the class by
underscoring the lyrics as the class
reads and sings along, and they are leading and contrib1:1ting to discussions

Years ago, a second-grade teacher
gave me a copy of the lyrics to Billy's
favorite song, "Country Roads." It was
one more attempt by Billy to get her to
learn the words and teach the song to
the class:
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Billy's effort went on for two full
pages, two verses of the song, all reconstructed from memory and written down
in his own invented spelling. The teacher
and I marvelled at Billy's tenacity for the
task and at his problem-solving skills in
writing.
The })iscovery Method
It was nearly a year later when I reexamined Billy's work and realized that it
offered remarkable support for a project
in reading instruction that I had been

* All children's writing in this article have
been reduced from their original size.
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for participating in classroom singing.
The children are very understanding.
Those teachers who think they are completely tone deaf, however, may want to
use audio tapes to introduce songs, and
later let student leaders guide the
singing of the class.
After applying the )>i.scovery project
in kindergarten and first-grade classrooms for more than a year, my university agreed to produce a thirty-minute
instructional film describing the rationale for this approach to beginning reading instruction and demonstrating its
application in five classrooms. Later we
added a packet of masters for song
booklets, a tape of twelve nursery
rhymes and folk songs, stickers for
charts, sheet music for piano or guitar
accompaniment, and a guidebook. The
film and packet have been distributed
nationally since 1981 (Fitzgerald).
Although some teachers worry that
song reading is only memorization, I
remind them:
Memorization appears to be an
important phase that children seem
to go through as they construct
their knowledge of written language (Hoskisson, 1977, p. 894).
Also, similar to the effects of reading
aloud to children, when children read
and sing lyrics they know by heart, they
relax and become self-forgetful, allowing
deep absorption so the mind can examine the data on the song lyric charts for
similarities and differences. Moffett
(1976), speaking about read-aloud experiences, says:
Don't be fooled by the apparent
easiness; children do most of their
deepest learning in just this undeliberate way (p. 202).
It seems evident that, along with more
traditional ways of teaching reading,
singing song lyrics should be in a
teacher's repertoire of teaching strategies.

about the language they see in print on
the chart. Before introducing a new
song, the teacher distributes small fourpage booklets of the song so that pairs
of children or individuals can read and
sing more independently as they turn the
pages at appropriate times. The booklets
have an identifying picture on the cover
page, but the pages of lyrics are free of
illustration so the children will find fascination with the words they are reading
and singing. As they learn each new
song, the children take pride in their
growing packet of song booklets, but
they also delight in resinging/rereading
all the songs they have learned.
This method is familiar to many
kindergarten and primary teachers. Most
have written a favorite poem on a chart
or on the blackboard so that children
can read it in unison or perhaps copy it
for handwriting practice. It is rare, however, for teachers to recognize the
potential of poems or songs for concentrated reading instruction. Most see this
activity only as a delightful diversion
from the serious business of learning to
read. Yet, )>i.scovery asks teachers to
take a closer look In songs and poems,
they will find not only an unlimited
resource of attractive teaching material
but also meaningful contexts for teaching all the skills they want children to
master, including left to right and top to
bottom sequencing, letters of the alphabet, phonics and sound patterns, sight
vocabulary, etc. - all in delightful, highly predictable texts with repetitive structures. Because, over many years, elementary teachers have released their
children to special music teachers in
their buildings, they may need to rediscover the importance of interrelating
music and the regular classroom instructional program.
Teachers need not fear that they sing
too poorly to lead the children in song. I
am living proof that only a modicum of
musical talent and training is adequate
MICHIGAN READING JOURNAL
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Theoretical and Research Support
for Music in the Reading Program
Most of Jliscovery's ideas about teaching reading in more natural ways are not
new. At the turn of the last century,
Percy Chubb (1903) wrote about the
power of poetry and song in beginning
reading instruction. Yet, when behavioral psychology emerged as the dominant influence on instructional methods
and materials in the 1950s, methods of
instruction in reading increasingly
focused beginning readers' attention on
phonics, sight vocabulary, and wordattack skills. The voices for natural language learning arose again in the 1970s
and 1980s, however, with emphasis on
Integrating the Language Arts, Whole
Language, and Language Across the
Curriculum. During this time, Moffett
and Wagner (1976) wrote:
For the most part, music has not
been well used in the teaching of
language arts. It is usually true that
when one medium is joined with
another, as language with music,
both are enhanced and hold
greater interest for students
(p. 158).
Tucker (1981) claimed five principles
for all learning that support the use of
music as an aid to learning to read:
1. Active participation is preferred to
passive participation.
2. Materials with purpose are more preferred than nonsense materials.
3. There is no substitute for repetitive
practice.
4. Transfer of learning is enhanced if
opportunity is provided to apply the
principles to a variety of tasks.
5. Learning is enhanced when the conditions are kind to the personality
adjustment and social growth of the
learner (p. 15).
Frank Smith (1978) stressed the
importance of reading fluently rather
than fixating on individual words and
parts of words that impede a reader's
MICHIGAN READING JOURNAL

ability to comprehend. Further, Smith
noted that keeping up a pace in reading
( as in reading while singing song lyrics)
is as important for beginning readers as
it is for mature readers. As Smith, Ken
and Yetta Goodman, and many others
illuminated the constructivist perspective on reading and Whole Language philosophy in the 1970s and 1980s, music in
the reading instructional program garnered increasing theoretical and instructional support.
Not everyone agreed. In the 1970s and
1980s, before ethnographic and descriptive methods of research gained widespread acceptability in education,
empiricism dominated educational
research, i.e. experimental studies statistically compared instruction in control
and experimental classrooms to prove
the plausibility of a teaching method. In
1977, Groff could write with authority:
Strong testimonials have been
made that music will help the child
learn to read. It must also be noted,
however, that lacking in almost all
the comments on this belief is any
citation to research evidence as
proof of the claims that are made.
(p.38)
More recently, unfortunately, Ebisutani
and her colleagues (1991) agreed with
Groff:
After reviewing three types of articles (theoretical articles, research
reports, and essays of practical
classroom application), it appears
that the theories that justify the use
of music in reading and language
arts activities are not firmly backed
by research (Abstract).
Although sufficient research does not
exist in support of music - particularly
singing - in the reading program, I
would argue that there is considerable
research that gives justification for relating music and reading, most of it outside
of the journals on education. Among
these are studies on music and the brain,
17
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hemispheric brain research and studies
on short- and long-term memory, child
development studies, research on language development, studies of the effects of reading aloud with children and
on repeated readings, as well as studies
applying gestalt psychology principles.

gartners jumped at the chance and the
others joined in with a little gentle
encouragement. The teacher and I stood
amazed as the children sang phrases of a
song over and over quietly to themselves
as they worked to put letters or words
on the paper. These very first results
included the following by three children
who chose to put the lyrics to "Twinkle
Twinkle Little Star" down on their
papers:

Billy's Contribution
When the film "Jliscovery: Learning to
Read By Singing" was completed, one
aspect of it continued to disappoint me.
To support the integration of writing
with reading, I wanted the film to show
children writing during their
singing/reading time. Few kindergarten
and first-grade classrooms in the early
1980s, however, offered opportunities
for children to write independently.
Children's writing at that time was usually handwriting practice or dictated writing. Any independent writing that might
be done expected children to aim for
adult correctness in spelling. As the
result, in the film I could include only
clips of children dictating ideas to the
teacher or working hard to spell words
so they could get a simple phrase or sentence about the song on paper.
After I thought about Billy's "Country
Roads," however, I wondered if children
would try to write from memory the
lyrics of a favorite song they had been
singing regularly in their classroom. One
of the kindergarten teachers in the project agreed to let me conduct a lesson in
her classroom, but both she and I
expected many children to balk at the
unusual request to write. It was May and
these kindergartners had learned sixteen
songs over the year. They had sung and
read charts and song booklets for all sixteen, but on this day the charts and
booklets were put away. I talked with
the children about the songs they liked
best, and then I invited them to take
unlined paper and pencils to their tables
so they could write down the words to
their favorites. Twenty of the 22 kinderMICHIGAN READING JOURNAL

These children, who had not participated in free writing in school, showed
remarkable confidence in themselves as
writers. When any child tired of the task,
we praised his/her effort and encouraged drawing about the song. The
teacher and I made a special point not to
praise for correctness or for writing
more than another child. Avoiding comparisons with the lyrics on the chart or
between the work of various children
became central to this new writing
dimension of the Jliscovery project.
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Effort and risk-taking, not correctness
and competition, are the goals. Yet, it
was immediately evident that the "recreated" writing of familiar song lyrics was
a powerful tool for assessing: 1) the
impact of a child's reading of song lyrics,
2) a child's willingness to attend to a
writing task, 3) a child's sense of the
relationship between phonemes and
graphemes, and the consistency with
which certain sounds are represented
with particular graphemes, 4) a child's
knowledge of letter forms and spacing
between words, and 5) a child's willingness to take risks in this problem-solving
situation. Later, we realized that a collection of "recreated writing" over time
allowed for a detailed examination of a
child's growth in these areas. Although
never intended to replace the need for
real writing where children create the
ideas, select their own words to express
those ideas, and represent them in some
way on paper, writing from memory the
ideas and words of the lyric writer
offered the child a challenge - and the
teacher a sensible record of each child's
progress.
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The writing influenced reading attentiveness and reading influenced writing
results. Teachers found they had rich
data about the growth patterns of individual children on particular aspects of
reading and writing.
In contrast to a decade ago when we
first tried recreated writing, many of
today's pre-schoolers, kindergartners,
and primary children have rich opportunities in school to do real writing about
their interests and activities. They are
free from expectations of adult spelling
and correctly formed letters to concentrate on the thoughts they are trying to
put on paper. Fortunately, many teachers understand that thought is primary in
writing and that standards of correctness follow as children become confident and interested in writing. But that
does not negate the values of an occasional opportunity to recreate the lyrics
of a familiar song. Here is an example by
a five-year-old in Bonnie Robison's class.
This is his first recreated writing, but
this pre-schooler shows confidence and
skill that is influenced by frequent real
writing in his classroom throughout the
year, qualities that were not as evident in
similar writing of most of the children a
decade ago:
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Unexpected Results
Unanticipated but readily understood
phenomena occurred as we observed
the children over time. When the charts
came out again or the song booklets
were used, most children gave closer
attention to the reading because they
had tried to write the lyrics a few days
before. And when the children were
asked to write the lyrics to "I'm a Little
Teapot" or "Twinkle Twinkle Little Star,"
the same song they had written months
before, nearly all wrote more of the
lyrics and achieved more accurate representations:
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Although this article describes the
potential of this approach for emergent
readers and writers, it has also been successful with ESL students using songs
appropriate for their interests and abilities in English. One second-grade ·
teacher integrated a series of dinosaur
songs into a science unit. Another
teacher used songs about Michigan life
and history to involve her sixth-graders
in their heritage. A remedial reading
teacher used carefully selected raps to
capture the attention of her reluctant
readers.
In spite of the wider potential for this
approach, however, it needs to be a
sometime thing in the total literacy program. Variety is the spice in instruction,
and a splash of singing in just the right
places is all that is needed.

What colors can a garden be?
Here's the colors that a garden can
be. We have all the colors of the
rainbow.
This past spring, Joyce Motta asked
the children in her first-grade class to
write the lyrics of "Twinkle Twinkle," a
song they knew well. They had not used
J)iscovery reading nor had they seen the
written lyrics in class, but most were
willing to try to use their limited knowledge of phonics, a mandated aspect of
their reading curriculum. The next day
and for the seven following days, the
children read and sang the song from a
chart. On the ninth day the chart was not
visible, and again the children were
asked to recreate the lyrics. Here are the
first and second attempts by one child:
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Dr. Sheila Fitzgerald is professor in
the College of Education at Michigan
State University. She is a member of
IRA, MRA, the Capital Area Reading
Council, and a former president of the
National Council of Teachers of
English.
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